Wednesday, November 10, 2021

9:30–11:00 AM - Morning Plenary Session

Welcome Remarks
Joshua M. Sharfstein Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative
Michelle Spencer Associate Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative

Special Remarks
Michael R. Bloomberg WHO Global Ambassador for Noncommunicable Diseases and Injuries, Founder of Bloomberg L.P. and Bloomberg Philanthropies

Reducing Addiction and Overdose Deaths in Michigan and Pennsylvania
Introduction: Kelly Henning Bloomberg Philanthropies
Moderator: Romaine Bostick Bloomberg TV Anchor, Bloomberg News
Panelists:
The Honorable Gretchen Whitmer Governor of Michigan
The Honorable Tom Wolf Governor of Pennsylvania

Joshua M. Sharfstein Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative

Keynote: The Profound Importance of Public Health During a Pandemic
Adena Rachel Levine Assistant Secretary for Health, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

Panel: Social Discord and the Future of Public Health
Participants:
Joseph Khabar Vice President and Chief Health Equity Officer, CVS Health
Beth Noveck Assistant Dean for Public Health Practice and Training, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
Jennifer McKinney Associate Dean for Rural Health, University of Kansas Medical Center

Remarks: Advancing Equity: Setting the Agenda for Post-Pandemic World
Participants: The Honorable Sharetta Davids U.S. House of Representatives, Lisa Hamilton President & CEO, The Annie E. Casey Foundation

Conversation: Reducing Health Disparities by Advancing Equity
Moderator: Michelle Spencer Associate Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative
Panelists:
James E.K. Hildreth President & CEO, Meharry Medical College
David Carillo President & CEO, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine

Remarks: Confronting Racism in the Pursuit of Public Health
Speaker: Howard John Wesley Senior Pastor, Alfred Street Baptist Church

Panel: Advancing Equity: A Lens on Community Level Efforts
Moderator: Michelle Spencer Associate Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative
Panelists:
Erika Freney Bloomberg Fellow, Food as Medicine Collaborative
Victoria Adewumi Bloomberg Fellow, Manchester City Health Department

Facts, Equity, and Democracy: The Indispensable Roles of Public Health During COVID-19 and Beyond
Ron J. Daniels President, Johns Hopkins University

Panel: Lessons Learned from COVID-19: The Importance of Data
Conversation: Kelly Henning Bloomberg Philanthropies
Beth Blair Associate Vice Provost, Johns Hopkins University
Remarks: The Honorable Michelle Lujan-Grisham Governor of New Mexico

Introduction: How States Can Lead During a Public Health Crisis
Moderator: Kelly Henning Bloomberg Philanthropies
Panelists:
The Honorable Gretchen Whitmer Governor of Michigan
The Honorable Tony Evers Governor of Wisconsin
The Honorable Roy Cooper Governor of North Carolina

Closing Remarks
Joshua M. Sharfstein Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative
Michelle Spencer Associate Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative

Special Performance
Sophie Snider Baltimore School for the Arts

11:05–11:50 AM - Electives/Skills Sessions
For Bloomberg Fellows, Collaborating Organizations and Johns Hopkins University Faculty Only (Closed Door)

12:00–12:45 PM - Lunch & Networking Sessions
For Bloomberg Fellows, Collaborating Organizations and Johns Hopkins University Faculty Only (Closed Door)

1:00–2:30 PM - Afternoon Plenary Session
Wednesday, November 10, 2021

1:00 – 2:30PM - Afternoon Plenary Session

Conversation: Data Connection: Linking Hunger to Obesity to the Food System

Introduction: Jordan Smith Bloomberg Fellow, Hawaii State Department of Health
Moderator: Anne Palmer Director of Practice, Johns Hopkins Center for a Livable Future
Participants: Jess Fanzo Bloomberg Distinguished Professor of Food Policy and Ethics, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
Valarie Blue Bird Jernigan Professor of Indigenous and Rural Health & Director, Center for Indigenous Health Research and Policy

Special Remarks
Patricia E. Harris CEO, Bloomberg Philanthropies

Conversation: Reconstructing Cities

Introduction: Kathleen Hetrick Bloomberg Fellow, Buro Happold
Participants: Charles T. Brown Founder and Principal, Equitable Cities
Joanne Kenen Commonwealth Journalist-in-Residence and Assistant Lecturer, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health

Panel: Transit Equity & Environmental Health in Baltimore

Moderator: Andrea McDaniels Communications Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative
Panelists: Keshia Pollack Porter Vice Dean for Faculty, Bloomberg Centennial Professor, Johns Hopkins University
Megan Latshaw Associate Scientist, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
Samuel Jordan President, Baltimore Transit Equity Coalition

Keynote: Immigration Crisis and Adolescents

Introduction: Eean Logan Thomas Bloomberg Fellow, No Boundaries Coalition
Speaker: Jasmin Tobar Program Coordinator, Casa Libre

Panel: Improving Lives of Immigrant Adolescents

Moderator: Andrea McDaniels Communications Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative
Panelists: Mónica Guerrero Vázquez Inaugural Bloomberg Fellow, Centro SOL
Rocio Carranza Jacinto Bloomberg Fellow, Cocoon House
Casey Thomas Bloomberg Fellow, Soccer Without Borders

Panel: New Models in Community Violence Prevention

Introduction: Cailin Crockett Bloomberg Fellow, Office of the Secretary of Defense Family Advocacy Program
Moderator: Cassandra Crifasi Assistant Professor, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
Panelists: Eric Cumberbatch Bloomberg Fellow, NYC Mayor’s Office of Criminal Justice
Josh Peterson Bloomberg Fellow, Minneapolis Health Department

Interview: Decriminalizing Addiction in Oregon: The Inside Story

Introduction: Elisha Snedly Bloomberg Fellow, Albuquerque Area Indian Health Board, Inc.
Moderator: Aneri Pattani Bloomberg Fellow, Kaiser Health News
Speaker: Haven Wheelock Bloomberg Fellow, Outside In

Closing Remarks
Michael R. Bloomberg WHO Global Ambassador for Noncommunicable Diseases and Injuries, Founder of Bloomberg L.P. and Bloomberg Philanthropies
Joshua M. Sharfstein Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative
Michelle Spencer Associate Director, Bloomberg American Health Initiative